2008 Elections

IMPORTANT DATES IN THE

PRESIDENTIAL CAUCUS TO BE HELD AT BELLAGIO

January 19, 2008
Register to Vote

General Election

Deadline to register to vote in the November 4, 2024

Presidential primary will be named.

The Democratic Presidential Nominee

Is held in Denver, Colorado.

Primary Election. Voters from both

parties will be eligible to attend.

Deadline to register to vote in the

August 25-28, 2024

August 12, 2024

The most important step you can take in the election

The canvas at Beggs will take place from 11:00 am to 1:00 pm in the

where your canvas will meet

location determined by your home address. Go to www.nepacn.org/home to find

Red State Republican. You may attend a primary caucus, which is a caucus

where a larger caucus for the Republican Party are not planned. If you are a

A larger caucus for the Republican Party are not planned. If you are a

and Republican presidential nominees.

penned to the caucuses, as they usually predict who will be the Democratic

likely that nominee to be elected. This is why so much attention is

but the more delegates a nominee gathers at the caucuses, the more

nominee is not elected until the national conventions in the summer;

candidates to express their preference for a presidential candidate. Caucuses

A caucus is a gathering of registered Republican or Democratic voters

full swing in Nevada.

full swing in Nevada.

full swing in Nevada.

full swing in Nevada.

full swing in Nevada.

you can expect a surge of activity all around Las Vegas from both

presidential nominations. The nation’s media and America’s voters will

be paying close attention to the results.